ABSTRACT
A human gene association study often involves several genomic markers such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or short tandem repeat polymorphisms, and many statistically significant markers may be identified during the study. GenoWatch can efficiently extract up-to-date information about multiple markers and their associated genes in batch mode from many relevant biological databases in real-time. The comprehensive gene information retrieved includes gene ontology, function, pathway, disease, related articles in PubMed and so on. Subsequent SNP functional impact analysis and primer design of a target gene for re-sequencing can also be done in a few clicks. The presentation of results has been carefully designed to be as intuitive as possible to all users.

The GenoWatch is available at the website http://genepipe.ngc.sinica.edu.tw/genowatch

INTRODUCTION
Human association studies often involve a large number of genomic markers on different chromosome regions. Researchers use these markers to locate candidate regions, and then go through a series of bioinformatic analyses of the regions to find disease-associated candidate genes. Frequently, these bioinformatic analyses require the manual gathering of information from many public websites involving several databases. Dealing with a huge volume of data from different sources is both time-consuming and error-prone, a problem that is easily magnified when many markers show significant association with a disease. Moreover, as genome assemblies and annotations are continually updated, and researchers may collect and download different versions of data over a period of months, there is a risk that some data may be outdated, invalid or inconsistent with others, especially if the major data sources are not primary sources. To alleviate this situation, we have developed GenoWatch, a real-time batch SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) and STRP (short tandem repeat polymorphism) overview system, to effectively extract up-to-date information from public domain websites. Up to 100 markers can be processed in a batch so that researchers do not have to repetitively perform tedious information retrieval steps. GenoWatch utilizes real-time web integration to ensure that researchers obtain the same information as when manual browsing. The system greatly increases the throughput of candidate region analysis, avoids acquiring obsolete data following public database updates and reduces possible errors in manual operations.

GenoWatch is very suitable for disease candidate gene selection from candidate regions that are defined either by markers or by chromosome physical positions plus a flanking region. The system accepts two common types of genomic markers—SNPs and STRPs, and batch processes SNP inputs. An SNP marker name can be given in dbSNP RS ID or Affymetrix Probe ID. Once input, GenoWatch first locates targeted chromosome regions. Each target region may be defined and displayed by a single marker or a group of markers that are close to one another, within 1 Mbp range. Subsequently, GenoWatch extracts gene information from major public websites such as NCBI (1), UniProt (2), KEGG (3), GO (4), etc. The information available includes gene function, tissue specificity, disease, subcellular location, pathway, ontology and related PubMed articles from relevant journals (1). During processing, the system continuously reports the process status for every subtask. The system integrates extracted information from different databases into a carefully designed result page, which is displayed when all processes have been completed. For a batch task, the system positions all input markers on chromosomes and places these on an overview map called Genome View at the top of the result page, providing researchers a clear overall picture of their markers, which are colored according to impact risk (5), and of nearby genes in the whole human genome. When a marker on the Genome View is clicked,
a summary map, Gene View, displays not only the marker and its nearby genes but also the distance between them in the region. Markers and gene information including their positions on the current assembly, gene ontology from GO (4), pathway from KEGG (3), function and disease annotation from UniProt (2) and related articles in PubMed (1), can easily be accessed by a click. All extracted and displayed information can be linked to its original source page for verification. GenoWatch provides researchers an efficient and convenient way to analyze their markers or candidate regions in batch with associated gene annotation data and to perform downstream assays.

IMPLEMENTATION

GenoWatch, written in Java, takes advantage of Jakarta Struts framework technology to implement Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture. To accommodate most users' needs at the GenoWatch input stage, JavaScript was used to implement a dynamic form with an interactive graph that provides various query options to designate a genome region.

To effectively extract data in real-time from different public sources, information-gathering processes are executed in parallel using multiple threads. An asynchronous process is implemented to offer users a request ID for retrieving results later, or to send email notification when the request is completed.

INPUT

GenoWatch can be accessed online with major web browsers. Users can opt to define a query region using chromosome positions, markers (SNP or STRP) or a batch file input. For example, they can use physical positions, a single marker (Figure 1), or a pair of markers plus downstream and upstream sequence to describe a chromosome region. When users select a query option, the content of the form will show corresponding fields with a graph illustrating the defined region for that option. The system also allows users to extend regions upstream and downstream by dragging the edges of the graph bar or by entering a specific position number in a text box. In addition, the system also accepts batch marker processing to simplify genome-wide candidate gene selection. A batch file has one marker ID or marker name per line for up to 100 markers in a text file. It should be noted that the maximum allowable length of a single candidate region is 4 Mbp, to avoid overloading the source websites. After data submission, the system will inform the user of task progress, and then display a results page after all retrieval processes are completed.

OUTPUT

The results page is comprised of Genome View (Figure 2), Gene View (Figure 3) and Table View (Figure 4). Genome View, at the top of the page, displays an overview of input markers in chromosomes from a batch input. Each marker displayed in Genome View represents a chromosome region for nearby retrieved gene information. If the marker is a SNP, its color represents the risk level of functional impact on a gene. The risk analysis currently based on global SNP information therefore does not reveal differences among populations.

Clicking on a marker leads to Gene View, showing its physical location on a chromosome, the relative positions of neighboring markers and structured genes and a gene

Figure 1. An example to locate a chromosome region by a single SNP with 50 kb flanking sequence.
list with different levels of gene annotation information. Genes shown in both forward and reverse strands are colored blue for a single isoform and purple for multiple isoforms. In addition, pseudogenes are shown in red (for ‘unknown gene structure’).

The annotation for each gene is accessed through colored squares listed below the summary map. The red letter ‘F’ square is for ‘Gene Function’ and gives a general description of functions of the gene or related proteins. The orange letter ‘T’ describes the ‘Tissue-specific

Figure 2. An overview of all queried regions in chromosomes from a batch SNP input in Genome View.

Figure 3. Gene View displays the distribution of SNPs and genes in a candidate region with SNP functional impact risk level, gene annotation and useful links to other online systems for further analysis or primer design.
expression’ of mRNA and protein from the gene. The pink letter ‘D’ lists ‘Diseases’ associated with the gene or a deficiency of a protein from the gene. The green ‘L’ gives the ‘Subcellular Location’ of mature proteins related to the gene. The blue ‘P’ for ‘Pathway’ describes the metabolic pathway with which the gene is associated. The purple ‘O’ (‘Gene Ontology’) provides information from the GO database (4).

These colored squares provide an overview of all gene annotation in a particular region. In front of these colored squares, there is a special cross-reference square that provides links to allow the user to submit gene data directly to other online query systems, such as PrimerZ (6) for primer design of a single gene, CrossPath (7) for pathway mapping of a group of genes, VisualSNP (http://genepipe.nge.sinica.edu.tw/visual) for SNP prioritization of SNP markers or genes, HapMap (8) for haplotype analysis, and other sites for microRNA (9), genomic variants (10) searches and so on. Furthermore, clicking on any of the markers, genes or squares on the maps will lead to Table View for additional detailed information.

Table View tabulates full descriptions of genes shown in Gene View, in categories of function, tissue specificity, disease, subcellular location, pathway, ontology and related articles. These descriptions are extracted and integrated from public domain databases (Table 1) including NCBI (dbSNP, UniSTS, Gene and PubMed databases for SNP, STRP, gene and literature information, respectively) (1), UniProt (2), KEGG (3) and GO (4). In addition, a list of related articles from PubMed (1) for each gene is available in the Table View. The article titles or abstracts are searched for the gene name as a keyword in 40 prominent research journals. The journals are first selected according to their research relevance, followed by their impact factor as cited in ISI Journal Citation Report. The articles are then ranked by their score, with each gene name appearance in a title scoring 5 points and in an abstract, 1 point. All article abstracts can be directly retrieved from the system.

All result data can also be conveniently exported in CSV (comma-separated value) file format for further editing and analysis by clicking the ‘download’ icon on the upper right corner of each view.

Table 1. All external resources used in GenoWatch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference information</th>
<th>Public websites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global SNP marker information</td>
<td>NCBI dbSNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRP marker information</td>
<td>NCBI UniSTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene location and structure</td>
<td>NCBI Entrez Gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Annotation</td>
<td>GO, UniProt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature search</td>
<td>NCBI PubMed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathway</td>
<td>KEGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNP risk analysis</td>
<td>VisualSNP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

GenoWatch performs multiple real-time queries of independent public databases, and presents well-organized annotated information, both known and predicted, about many genes at once. It greatly simplifies a traditionally time-consuming task by integrating batch marker input,
associated gene annotation collection, SNP prioritization and primer design in a pipeline style. Future work will focus on improving data extraction efficiency by maintaining main public databases locally so that the restrictions on marker number and region length can be relaxed. We expect this system will substantially facilitate the process of finding and analyzing disease candidate genes.
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